
Custom Integrations



What are Custom Integrations?

Custom Integrations are a new way of integrating Pipefy with your favorite 
software and building even more efficient workflows.

Pipefy Custom Integrations

 Ensure the transmission of information between 

parties is automatic and error-proof


 Get rid of parallel controls in spreadsheets and 

other tools


 Be able to see and control the entire operation 

in a single place

>

>
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By integrating Pipefy with other systems, you will



Pipefy Custom Integrations

API
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Integrations

Previously, integrations with a high degree of complexity were 
only possible via API, while simpler integrations could be done 
via Zapier, Integromat  or natively with a limited list of apps like 
Slack, GitHub, BitBucket, Appear.in and Google Hangouts.

This new type of integration makes it easier to connect 
systems and parts of your operation with a high level of 
customizability without having to spend internal development 
resources or hiring someone to do it for you. 

How is it different from the 
integrations Pipefy already offers?



Pipefy Custom Integrations

• Limited options


 

• Free


• Easy setup


 

Native Intergrations

• Development required


• Time to deploy


• Cost


 

• Highly customizable 


• Unlimited options


 

API

CONSPROSIntegration Method

• Limited apps


• Limited triggers


• Limited action


 

• Free 


• Easy setup

• Charged separately



 

• Highly customizable 


• Unlimited options


• We build it for you



 

Custom Intergrations

See the main differences between each type of integration in the 
table below:

Pros and Cons



The power to build streamlined workflows where information 
flows flawlessly and automatically from end to end and where 
everything is visible and controlled through a single interface. Get 
inspired with some examples: 

What do I get out of it?

Pipefy Custom Integrations

ThenWhenApplication

Create a doc or presentation based 
on a template

A card is moved or finished in Pipefy

Create and event on Google 
Calendar

Meeting details are filled in a card

Send direct or channel message to 
stakeholders

A request is received or delivered in 
Pipefy

Send SMS to the approver and ask 
them to respond via SMS

A card reaches the Approval phase 
in a pipeSMS

Upload the documents in a Google 
Drive folder

A card is created with documents 
attached

>Category  Collaboration



Connect Pipefy to your accounting systems and support tools to 
build a more automatic, centralized and error-proof operation. 
Here are some examples of what you can accomplish: 

Custom Integrations for Finance

Pipefy Custom Integrations

ThenWhenApplication

Send PO to vendorA purchase request is approved 
within Pipefy

Create an invoice in XeroA new sale is recorded in Pipefy

Send IDoc to SAP or run RFCA new card is created or moved in 
Accounts Payable pipe

Move the respective  card to Paid in 
Pipefy

An order payment is issued in Oracle

Send the request details to NetsuiteA purchase or reimbursement 
request is approved in Pipefy

>Category  Finance



Leave all the interview scheduling, database updating and job 
publishing to us. Integrate your tools and make time to build and 
foster a rockstar team. Here are some ideas:

Custom Integrations for HR

Pipefy Custom Integrations

ThenWhenApplication

Post the new job position to JoobleA job position description is 
approved by the hiring manager in 

Pipefy

Add employee payment and 
benefits information to ADP

A new employee goes through the 
onboarding process in Pipefy

Publish the job position in the 
company page on LinkedIn

A new position is moved to Ready to 
Publish phase

Send a signature request to new 
employee via DocuSign

An employee card is moved to the 
Hiring phase in the pipe

Update employment information in 
Zenefits

An internal transition is approved in 
Pipefy

Create a new employee record in 
Workday

A candidate card is chosen in the 
recruiting process pipe

>Category  Human Resources



Integrate Pipefy with the apps you already love and step up your 
onboarding and support game. Think about all the time you will 
make to delight customers when you automate things like:

Custom Integrations for CS

Pipefy Custom Integrations

ThenWhenApplication

Create a card in the Customer 
Helpdesk pipe

A  customer makes a complaint 
using Intercom

Update company record in 
Gainsight

New customer evaluates the 
onboarding process in Pipefy

Start customer onboarding in 
Pipefy

A new deal signs the contract in 
PandaDoc

Create a card in the Customer 
Support pipe

A new support ticket is opened in 
Zendesk 

Create a card to start the 
onboarding process in Pipefy

A new deal is closed in SalesForce

>Category  Customer Service



Achieve a well-oiled, organized and automatic Marketing 
operation by connecting Pipefy to the tools you have in place. 
Here are some ideias of how Custom Integrations can make your 
life easier:

Custom Integrations for Marketing

Pipefy Custom Integrations

ThenWhenApplication

Update card and move it to Finished 
in the Experiments pipe

A landing page A/B test has a 
winner

Create annotation in Google 
Analytics

A campaign card is moved to “Live” 
in the pipe

Publish new post in the company’s 
social accounts

Graphics and copy for social posts 
are moved to “Done” in a pipe

Create a card requesting the 
content review or new content

Positions are lost for a given 
keyword

Move card in Campaign 
Management pipe

An email campaign is sent through 
Marketo

>Category  Marketing



Let’s build powerful processes 
together?

Custom Integrations

Please fill out this form and let us know what kind of integration you’re looking for. 

We’ll run an estimate and and figure if it’s viable and get back to you with the next 

steps to power up your operations.


https://app.pipefy.com/public/form/WIb8ff63?creation=External&source=cs_mail

